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UNCLASSIFIED ABSTRACT

(U) This report discusses the design and development of the BLU-30/13?:.
bomblet from its inception in June 1966 to prototype delivery to the A-ir
Force for flight tests in May 1968. The BLU-30/B23 is a submilu,.ion clus-
ter bomblet designed for delivery from the SUU-13/A dispenser, It provides,
upon ground impact, thermal dissemination of agents CS or BZ. Theoretical
area coverage and effectiveness of this bomblet for use in various counter-
insurgency situations are also presented. Submunition dissemination tests
conducted at Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute (IITRI) during
this program demonstra ed efficiencies as high as 76 percent for CS and 40
percent for BZ. Probl-ims encountered during Air Force testing indicate
additional development of the submunition is required before a useable system
would result. The primary problems encountered during the protram were
the determination of the most reliable ignition method for the CS and BZ
pyrotechnic payloads, the compatibility of the Hooker 283 BZ pyrotechnic
loading procedures with the submunition case material and the relatively low
dissemination efficiencies with BZ. These problems and their resolutions
and/or recommendations for further study are detailed in this report.

(U) In addition to security requirements which must be met, this
document is subject to special exporL controls and each transmittal to
foreign governments or foreign nations may be made only with prior
approval of the Air Force Armament Laboratory (ATCC), Eglin AFB,
Florida 32542.
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INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

<U) Prior to the conduct of this program the technical and functional

feasibility of a nonhazardous cluster bornrblet of the design illustrated in

figure 1 had been established. The design consisted of a cluster of 32

thermal generating sub-bomblets, a timing and pyrotechnic delay system

and a parachute decelerator.

(U) This bomblet, designed for use in the SUU-13/A dispenser, had the fol-

lowing characteristics:

Height 10. 5 in.

Diameter 4. 6 in.

Weight 7. 5 lb

Decelerator 18-in. cruciform chute

Fuzing Modified BLU-4, which provided bomb airburst
after a 0. 45-sec. delay

Safety Abort safe. Parachute must be deployed above
300 kts delivery speed to activate boi ,b fuze.

Payload 32 thermal dissemination type sub-bomolets. Total
agent payload weight was 2. 0 lb.

The bomblet was designed to function as follows: Between 0. 1 and 0. 2

seconds after a proper release from a SUU-13/A Dispenser, the parachute

would deploy. At 0. 45 second from release, a modified BLU-4 timer

initiated a Pyrocore element contained within the center tube of the cluster.

The Pyrocore flame front, as it moved down the center tube, acted as an
ignitor for a heat-initiated delay primer . each of the 32 sub-bomblets. When

the flarrie front reached the bottom of the center tube, it initiated an explosive

-1 -
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bolt, the action of which telescopes the top and bottom plates of the bomblet,

enabling the sub-bomblets to be released. Seven seconds after the delay

primer of each sub-bomblet is initiated, the flash output of the primer

would initiate the agent pyrotechnic payload, which, in turn, thermally

generated an agent cloud for 10 to 20 seconds. A brief physical description

of this conceptual bomblet is given in the following paragraphs.

(U) The parachute used was a cruciform type, 18-inches in diameter.

It was contained in the top end of the bomblet (the end nearest the top

of the dispenser tube) by a plastic cup that extended almost to the top

of the dispenser tube. To protect the parachute from the hot ejection cartridge

output the top of the parachute had a fabric covering that was attached

to a metal shield that surrounds the high pressure chamber when the bomblet

is in place in the dispenser tube. This fabric covering was a larrinate of

two materials. The outer one, which received the direct output of the

cartridge, was a 0. 010-inch thick, silicone-coated fiberglass. Although the

cartridge flame could not penetrate or melt this material, it was felt the

heat could possibly be transferred through the material and melt the

nylon parachute material. This heat transfer was prevented by the second

layer of material, which was 0. 040-inch thick Fiber Frax, an efficient

thermal insulating material similar to asbestos, but with a higher

temperature resistance.

(U) It was considered necessary to provide a means for pulling the

parachute out of the protective container (the plastic cup and the fiber

covering) as the bomblet was ejected from the tube. This was accomplished

by attaching a pullwire from the chute canopy center to the dispenser.

This pullwire was 30 inches long and was attached to the high pressure

chamber by a 30- to 50-pound breaklink. Thus, upon ejection, the chute

deployed, and the puliwire separated from the dispenser and continued

to the ground with the cluster.

(U) The sub-bomblet, which is illustrated in figure 2, was designed to

thermally disseminate either BZ or CS agents. The characteristics of

this original sub-bomblet were as follows:
-3-
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Height 1. 0 in.

Configuration Quarter segment of a 4.6-in. circle

Material Cycolac - an ABS plastic

Volume 55 cc (usable)

Weight 0. 15 to 0. 16 lb.

Fuzing Delay primer

Agent Payload 0. 062 lb. each

(U) The delay primers used in the sub-bomblet were designed to satisfy three

basic requirements: that the primer be heat initiated, that it have a 7. 0 -

second delay, and that it provide a flash output sufficient to ignite the

pyrotechnic agent payload.

(U) The nonhazardous aspect of the bomblet was provided by the parachute.

After the sub-bomblets were released, the cluster weight was approximately

1. 5 pounds. The 1. 5-pound cluster was rapidly decelerated by the parachute

so that cluster impact was in the 10 to 15-foot-pound energy range, even for

a 50-foot, Mach 1. 2 release. Moreover, the sub-bornblets were not released

until the chute had slowed the bomblet to a velocity that prevents the impact

energy of the sub-bomblets from ever exceedig 35 foot-pounds of impact

energy.

(U) The sub-bomblets were of such a size and weight that at terminal

velocity the impact energy was in the 30- to 35-foot-pound range. These

impact energies were below those considered to be potentially injurious and,

therefore, were also non-hazardous.

(U) The advanced development and refinement of this bomblet concept as

our effective weapons system is delineated in this report.

-5-
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SLCTION 11

SU iIMAItY

(C) The basic requirements for the advanced development of the nonhazardous

bomblet concept are that it be compatible with the SUU-13/A dispenser and

that it effectively and efficiently disseminate the nonlethal chemical agents

CS and BZ over large geographical areas without inflicting serious injury

to target personnel. The ultimate objective is to create a submunition and

cluster design that shall be compatible with incapacitating chemical agents

bearing a variety of physical characteristics and utilizing a variety of

dissemination techniques.

(U) The bomblet developed has been designated as the BLU-30/B22.

(M The results of the development tests conducted during this program

established that the nonhazardous BIAL-30/B bomblet is compatible with

and can be delivered by tactical fighter aircraft from a SUU-13/A dispenser.

It was shown that the sub-bomblet cluster would be effectively dispersed

in the target area, and that any component of the bornblet is theoretically

incapable of seriously injuring personnel in the target area. The design is

readily adaptable to production methods.

(U) The design that was developed (see figure 3) is an improved version

of the bomblet described in Section I. Improvements to the bomblet included

a simplified parachute package, incorporation of reliable impact-sensitive

fuze and quickrnatch ignitor in the sub-bomblets, and the overall cost

reduction of the primary bomblet components. The most significant

improvement was the replacement of the pyrotechnic delay fuze in the

sub-bomblet with a modified version of the FMIU-65/B impact initiated,

omnidirectionally sensitive fuze. In addition to simplifying the design

mechanization, the use of the FMU-65/B fuze eliminated the need for a

flotation device to ensure function when the sub-bomblets are used on

-6-
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water targets. Also, the restriction of a 700-foot maximum release

altitude was eliminated, and the possibility of degrading the system

cffectivenesb due to airburst events was precluded by the impact fuze initiation

mode.

(U) The sub-bomblet developed is shown in figure 4. The area coverage

and cost/effectiveness studies showed the 1-inch thick 900 wedge-shaped

configuration to be the most desirable of five configurations studied. The

body shape is such that the sub-bomblets positively interlock with each

other when in the cluster. Positive safing is provided in each FMU-65/B fuze

by a spring loaded S&A pin which rides against the adjacent sub-bomblet

in the cluster. When the cluster is released, each sub-bornblet fuze

arms individually. The sub-bomblet is designed so the cluster can only

be released when the parachute decelerator is properly deployed in a

release environment of at least 140 knots.

(U) The bomblet was shown to withstand satisfactorily the specified MIL-

STD-810A environments. Tests during the program demonstrated

satisfaction of the following MIL-STD-810A requirements:

High Temperature - Method 501

Low Temperature - Method 502

Temperature Altiiude - Method 504

Humidity - Method 507

Vibration - Method 514

Shock - Method 516

(C) Some problems, however, were encountered in the construction of

the sub-bomblet. The sub-bomblet bodies were molded of X-27 Cycolac.

Although compatible with standard CS pyrotechnical formulations, this

material was found to be incompatible with the acetone in the Hooker 283

-8-
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BZ pyrotechnic formulation. The ignitor and venting system, both of which

worked successfully with CS, were deficient when used with BZ. While the

dissemination tests showed recovery rates for CS as high as 76 percent, the

highest recovery rate recorded for B1Z was 40 percent. The answer to the

material incompatibility problem lies in the use of glass-fluid nylon (Nylafil)

or aluminum for the sub-bomblet body. The recommendations for improved

BZ dissemination efficiency include nonresidue ignitors, improved venting

and improved loading quality.

-10-
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SECTION III

REQUIREMENTS

(U) The nonhazardous bomblet developed was designed to meet the

following requirements:

Ejection

(C) The bomblet shall be capable of ejection at all ranges of speeds and

altitudes within the capabilities of the SUU-13/A, with the exception that

the bomblet will be required to abort function when ejected at less than 140

knots.

Safety,

(U) The bomblet shall be failsafe on inadvertent ejection; that is, the

bomblet shall be so designed that, in all modes of handling and usage

it cannot function or open before it is intentionally armed.

Nonhazardous Characteristic

(U) The effect of the bomblet on the target area shall be that of the agent;

that is, the hardware or dissemination technique shafl not inflict excessive

injury to target personnel.

Effectiveness

(C) The bomblet shall provide target dosage effectiveness to produce a

minimum of 30 percent casualties averaged over large geographical

areas within two minutes following dissemination of agent.

Sub-bomblet Size

(C) The wedge munition size shall be determined by considering its effect

on maximizing area coverage and minimizing hazard-to-target personnel.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Agent and Dissemination Method

(U) The wedge munitions shall be designed for thermal dissemination

of BZ and CS.

Envi r onro ental

(U) The bomblet, installed in a SUU-13/A tube, shall withstand tests

as prescribed in MIL-STD-810A to include high temperatures, low temperatures,

temperature altitude, humidity, vibration, and shock.

-12-
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SECTION IV

FINAL DESIGN

(U) This section summarizes the characteristics of the final engineering

design for the nonhazardous bomblet.

A. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

1. Bomblet

(C) The bomblet, as shown in figures 5, 6 and 7, is a parachute-decelerated

cluster of 32 pie-shaped sub-bornblets which thermally generate BZ or

CS upon impact with the target area. The bomblet has the following

characteristics:

Height 10. 5 in.

Diameter 4. 6 in.

Weight 8. 0 lbs.

Decelerator 18-in. cruciform parachute

Cluster Fuzing Modified BLU-4, providing sub-bomblet dispersion
0. 45 second after bomblet ejection

Sub-bomblet Modified FMU-65/B Fuze initiates a thermal
dissemination of agent pyrotechnic mix immediately
upon target impact.

Safety Abort safe when ejected at delivery velocities
less than 140 knots

Payload 32 sub-bomblets, each containing 40 grams of
agent pyrotechnic mix.

A modified 13LU-4 fuze (see figure 8) is used to initiate a pyrocore column

which, in turn, initiates an explosive bolt to release the sub-bomblets.

-13-
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Figure 8. Modified RLU-4 Timer
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2. Sub-Bomblet

(C) The final sub-bomblet design is shown in figure 9. The characteristics

of the sub-bomblet are as follows:

Height 1. 065 in.

Configu ation 900 segment of 4. 6-inch circle

Material X-27 Cycolac (ABS Plastic)

Payload Volume 40 cc

Weight 0. 18 lb

Fuzing Modified F'MU-65!B Fuze initiates thermal
dissemination at agent pyrotechnic mix immediately

upon target impact.

The sub-bomblet consists of a cup and cover. After the sub-bomblet cup

is filled with the agent pyrotechnic mix, the cover is sealed in place

with adhesive, and the modified FVIU-65/B fuze is installed.

(U) The FMIU-65/B is shown in figure 10. It has the following characteristics:

Safety and Arming Spring-loaded rotor lock pin which rides the
surface of adjacent sub-bomblets

Arming Delay 0. 5 ±0. 1 sec.

Fuze Dimensions 0. 3-in. thick and 1. 2-in. diameter

Fuze Weight 13 grams

Actuation Omni-directional ball-sear mechanism

Output Flame from XM91 primer

Theoretical Sensitivity 100 - 200 g's impact

-C8-
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(U) The FMU-65/B fuze operates as follows: In the unarmed condition,

the spring-loaded safety pin prevents the timing gear from turning. The

timing gear covers the output hole and locks the sensing lever so the

primer cannot be released and subsequently initiated. After the safety

pin is released, the spring-loaded timing :,- ar is free to drive the timing

gear. The timing gear is part of an untuned escapement mechanism that

requires 1. 0 second to complete its cycle. As the gear reaches its

terminal position, it cams the safety detent from the safe to the unlocked

position. This action frees the inertial sensing lever so that it will respond

to an impact and cause fuze function.

(U) After fuze arming is complete, and if the sub-bomblet experiences

an impact greater than 200 g's, the fuze will function and thus provide

a flash output for ignition of the sub-bomblet fill. A ball and sensing

lever mechanism enables fuze function for any impact orientation. The

lever has a spoon shaped end which holds the ball against the fuze case.

For all impact directions other than a small cone of directions directly

into the fuze case, the ball moves in the direction of the force vector.

As the ball moves, it either moves out of the spoon in the ]ever, forcing the

lever to pivot about the post, or it pushes directly against the lever,

again forcing it to pivot about the post. For the small cone of impact

directions in which the ball is forced directly against the case (thus

preventing movement in any direction), the lever accomplishes its own

movement. The lever is free to move and pivots about the ball. To

prevent the ball and lever from having negating moments, the c. g. of

the lever is directly over the pivot post, so a given impact will not cause

the lever to have a mement about the post which might act against the moment

caused by the ball. As the lever moves, it disengages from contact with the

primer holder. The primer holder containing the primer is held against

the lever by the primer spring. The lever end which engages the holder

is curved so only sliding friction occurs as the lever moves away from

the holder. Thus, the lever need not overcome a primer spring force to

accomplish fuze function; overcoming a primer spring force would decrease

tc sensitivity of the fuze. After the lever releases the primer holder, the

primer spring forces the primer (and the primer holder).

-21-



against the firing pin to initiate the stab primer. The primer provides

a flash output which ignites the sub-bomblet fill.

B. OPERATION

(U) The operational sequence of the nonhazardous bomblet is depicted

in the flow diagram of figure 11. Upon bomblet ejection, the parachute

cover acts as a drogue to deploy the cruciform parachute. The parachute

is deployed within 0. . second after bomblet ejection. When the parachute

opens, sufficient force is exerted on the parachute-fuze ring to fail the two arming

screws.

(U) This action withdraws a pin from the BLU-4 fuze r'otor, thus initiating

the fuze arming sequence. After 0. 45 second, the fuze, which has a stored

energy firing pin, functions and ignites the pyrocore column that extends

the length of the center retaining rod. The pyrocore flashes down to the

bottom of the bornblet where it initiates the explosive bolt. The explosive bolt

shears a small retaining collar which allows the bottom plate to extend

0. 30 inch. This extension allows the 32 sub-bomblets to be released from

the cluster. Once the sub-bomblets are free of the cluster, the spring-

loaded arming pin of each sub-bomblet fuze retracts from the fuze, thus

initiating the 1. 0-second sub-bomblet arming cycle. After fuze arming

and immediately upon ground impact, the omni-directionally sensitive

fuze ignites the sub-bomblet fill. The agent cloud is thermally generated

for approximately 20 seconds.
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Figure 11. Bomblet Function Sequence
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SECTION V

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

A. SI' Il],CTION OF DESIGN

(U) The final nonhazardous bomblet design described in Section IV was

selected on the basis of the results of the following investigations:

Literature Search

System Effectiveness Analysis

Ftuzing Analysis

Sybt'm lHardware Improvement Study

Product 1,ngineering Review

These investigations include ccrnplete analyses of the non-hazardous bornblet

designed by Honeywell under contrac. Al0OM635)-4943 and a similar non-

hazardous bomblet developed by Aerojet. A major considrration throughout

these investigations was optimization of the operational effectiveness of the

system in terms of the overall bomblet cost and the non-hazardous require-

ments. The studies showed that a parachute-decelerated cluster of 32

individually fuzed sub-bomblets would be the most effective design configura-

tion.

I. Literature Searc.

(U) Literature searches were conducted (for the-purpose of obtaining the

most current data relative to the following; the effects of bomblet impact on

target personnel, and the optimum formulations for thermal dissemination of

CS and BZ agents. The literature was also reviewed for data describing the

retardation capabilities of parachutes
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(U) a. Effects of Bomblet Impact on TargeL Personnel - A sea 'ch was

conducted to assemble the most pertinent data relative to the survival capa-

bility of the human skull in an impact environment. The search revealed a

study entitled "S'.udies on Skull Fracture, with Particular Reference to

Engineering Factors, " by Gurdtian, Webster, and Lissner, which concluded

that 33 foot-pounds is the maximum impact force the human skull can with-

stand without fracturing. This conclusion was based on data obtained by drop-

ping cadaver heads onto steel plates and then examining the heads to determine

if skull fracture had occurred. The results of this study were used in

determining the configurations and the maximum impact velocities of the

parachute- deceleration cluster and the sub-bomblets.

(U) b. Optimum Formulations for Thermal Dissemination of CS and

BZ Agents - BZ is cla.sified as a military incapacitor. It is a very potent

compound employed ia chemical munitions to produce mental and physical

incapacitation. This agent affects the central nervous system, as well as the

organs of circulation, digestion, salivation, sweating, and vision. BZ in

the form of an aerosol enters the Lody by inhalation. In dosages of approxi-

mately 100 rmg-min/rn 3 , it becomes effective from 30 to 60 minutes after

exposure, and its maximum effect would be reached in 4 to 8 hours. CS is

classified as a riot control agent. It is a malononitrile which produces instan-

taneous incapacitation at very low exposure levels (10 - 20 mg-min/m 3 )

through severe irritation of the eyes, nose and throat. This agent has a

, ely short effective duration of 5 to 10 minuites.

(C) A z, umrary of the search for improved agent pyrotechnic formulations

along with the recommendation made is given in appendix B. Pertinent data

relating to the performance characterisitics of pressed pyrotechnic mixtures

were obtained from the results of studies conducted by WDEL, IIT Research

Institute, Dow Chemical Corp. , and Atlantic Research Corp.

-25-
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(U) In addition to studies of various pressed mixtures, castable pyrotechni-

cal formulations predicated upon solutions of polyurethanes and methylene

chloride were developed for thermal dissemination of agents CS and BZ.

Because all the so-called improved CS and BZ formulations were still in

early developmental stages, it was concluded that only the standard Chemical

Corps pyrotechnical formulations, for BZ and CS would be used in this pro-

gram.

(C) Most recent thermal generation tests using the standard pressed

mixes have indicated 60 to 65 percent agent recovery for BZ, and up to 70

percent for CS. The standard mixtures are as follow6:

CS: Chem Corps B143-14-7, which consists of--

40% CS per MIL-C-51029 (by weight)

12% Magnesium Carbonate

27% Potassium Chlorate

18% Sugar, Type I per JJJ-S-791

:3% Nitrocellulose Binder

BZ: Edgewood Arsenal Hooker 283 (in lieu of the Standard CHM Corps

B143-14-6), which consists of--

55% BZ

20. 25% Potassium Chlorate

7. 95% Sulphur

6% Sodium Bicarbonate

10. 6% 583 Resin

0. 105% Methylethyl Ketone Peroxide

0.0135% Cobalt Napthanate

Acetone Binder to 5. 2% of dry weight

-26-
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Ignitor or Starter Mixture: Either Quickmatch per MIL-Q-378B, or

Chem Corps 13143-7-3, which consists of--

43% Potassium Chlorate

15% Sulphur

32% Sodium Bicarbonate

10% Cornstarch

(U) c. Retardation Characterisitics of Parachutes -A thorough literature
search and performance characteristics analysis were conducted on various

candidate parachutes for use with the nonhazardous bomblet, The parachute

study included investigations of performance characteristics, packing effi-

ciency, and cost. Four parachutes were considered; guide surface, ring

vortex, cruciform, and ribbon type.

(U) The guide surface chute has a very high degree of stability (the best

of the four originally considered, ) but because of its low packing efficiency

and unpredictable oscillations and high shock loads during opening, it was

rejected.

(U) The ring vortex parachute was also rejected because of its inherently

high torsional opening shocks and unpredictable opening characteristics.

The opening characteristics of the parachute are very important for this

bomblet design because they have a direct relationship to the short, safe/

arming sensing mechanism. Upon comparing the opening characteristics

of the ribbon and cruciform parachutes, the cruciform chute was recom-

mended. The complete details of the parachute study are included in

appendix A.

2. System Effectiveness Analyses

(U) A cluster bomblet the size and shape of the sub-bomblet dictates

-27-
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the effectiveness of the cluster bomblet system. Five sub-bomblet designs

were studied (see configurations in figure 12). Concept I was shown to be the

most effective in terms of area coverage and overall system cost. The pie-

shaped geometry was the only one considered because of its packaging effi-

ciency in the circular confinement of the SUU-13/A dispenser tubes.

(U) Each of the candidate sub-bomblet designs were analyzed for area

coverage characteristics and the effect on borrblet cluster cost. Only concept

I was selected. It was further studied to determine the optimum delivery

altitudes and velocities for clusters of sub-bomblets filled with CS and BZ

agents. These studies are detailed below.

(U) a. Area Coverage Analyses - A model was constructed which accu-

rately (within a limited time frame) predicted the dosage contours resulting

from the five sub-bomblet designs considered. The model was derired from
the G. 11. Milly study2 and associated definitions 3 . The model was applied

to the thermally generated sources by altering the parameters of source time

(dissemination time for each sub-bombl2t was assumed to be from 10 to 20

seconds) and the distribution of the resulting agent cloud.

(C) (1) Development of Theoretical Dosage Patterns - The theo-

retical patterns for the sub-bomblet were jetermined by the M.illy equation

shown belowg:

Q H ay Wx az (x ) 2cy W

"Atmospheric Diffusion and Generalized Munition Expenditure: ORG No. 17;
dated January 1952.

3 Chemical and Biological Weapons Technical Reference Handbook, U. S.
Arny Chemical, Biological and Radiological Research Group, Edgewood
Arsenal, Maryland, 1963.
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where:

3D = the dosage at a point (x, y) (ng-min/m

u = the wind speed (m/min)

q = the quantity of airborne agent generated by the source (mg)

a (x) = 3. 41 (x/ 100), the standard deviation of the agent cloud in
the y direction (meters)

uz(X) = 1. 35 (x/20) , the standard deviation of the agent cloud inthe z direction (meters)

a and 1- parameters describing the atmospheric stability

(x) = av(X) for x ut or o (ut) for x >ut, the standard deviation of

the cloud in the x direction (meters)

h = the height of the source from the ground (meters)

t = the time after release of the agent (minutes)

(C) Use of the Milly equation is based on the assumptions that the wind dir-

ection and velocity are constant, that the agent cloud does not settle out, and

that the cloud is described by the trivariate normal distribution throughout

the dissemination. Application of the equation for this study required the

additional assumptions that the initial rise of the warm agent cloud is equal

to the sampling height (i. e. , the height of a man to his nose) and that the

casualty rate of the agents is jependent only on tht cumulative dosage.

(U) A two-part computer program was written to compute the area cover-

age of a bomblet. The first part of the program uset! the Milly equation to

calculate the dosage pattern of a sub-bomblet.

(U) The second part of the program combined the sub-bomblet dosage

patterns to determine the complete bomblet arca coverage. The sub-bomblet

impact patterns were generated by the program from the theoretical pattern

limits presented in figures 13 through 15. These limits are taken to be the

95-percent limits (± two standard deviations) of a bivariate normally
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distributed pattern. The selection of a bivariate normal distribution as the

most likely distribution was based on a chi-squared test of the patterns

achieved in flight tests. The theoretical and test impact pattern distributions

obtained for the Concept I sub-bomblet are presented i,. Figures 16 and 17

respectively. These results are typical of the comparisons achieved for the

other sub-bomblet concepts.

(C) With the impact pattern established and divided into a grid (with the

cells the same size as those in the dosage patterns), the computer program

calculated the dosage level for each cell in the pattern. The d_,sage contribu-

tion at a cell from each sub-bonblet was added; if the sum waF reater than

thk required dosage for 30 percent casualties ([Ct 3 0 ), the area of the cell

was added to the bomblet area coverage. The sub-bomblet dosage patterns

were cut off at 1/10 ICt 3 0 because, with the number of sub-bomblets and the

size of the impact patterns used, 10 is the maximum expected number of

sub-bomblets which could contribute agent to a cell. Figure 18 is an over-

lay of the sub-bomblet ICt dosage patterns on an impact pattern. Only30
about 60 percent of the total area coverage is shown here because there

are cells which are outside the ICt 3 0 contours, but which have an accumu-

lated ICt 3 0 .

(C) (2) Pattern Evaluation - The area covered by the ICt 3 0

was calculated for various sub-bomblet impact sizes to determine the

optimum pattern size (see figs. 19 and 20). The maximum area coverage
2 2

occurred at the intermediate pattern sizes; 2, 500 m" for BZ and 10, 000 m

for CS. These optimums are valid only for a single bomblet under the

conditions of a neutral atmosphere and a 3-mph wind; however, the curve

is relatively flat, indicating that the area coverage is not sensitive to

pattern size.

(C) Because the fraction of the impact pattern covered by the 30-percent

casualty contour becomes smaller as the impact pattern size increases, it

would not be advantageous to use excessively large patterns, such as those

obtained from high altitude, unless several bomblets with overlapping
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patterns we-r(, deliveru2d. if a fractional coverage of 0. :j is selected as

being the minimum of interest, the maximum pattern size is about
2 2

12, 000 m 2 for BZ and 50, 000 m for CS. Based on this, the pattern
2predicted as resulting from a release from 2500 feet (500, 000 m ) is

excessively large.

(C) (3) Calculation of Area Coverage for All Concepts - Computer

runs were made to calculate the area coverage of the five concepts employing

CS and BZ. The results, summarized in figure 21 through 24, indicate that

Concept I has equal or better area coverage than the other concepts. Impact

patte-ns simulating deliveries from a 50-foot altitude at 300 knots and from a

7C-foot altitude at 780 knots were used in these calculations. The exact

impact pattern size varies from one concept to the next, but the patterns are

about 150 meters in diameter for the low-speed, low-altitude case and about

1000 meters in diameter for the high-speed, high-altitude case. Only a

neutral atmosphere with a 3 mph wind is presented here; however, checks

at wind speeds from 1 to 15 mph and in lapse and inversion atmospheres

show no change in the rank of the sub-horoblets. The 30-percent incapaci-
3 ., 3tating dosages used for BZ and CS were 96 mg-min/m and 4. 2 mg-min/m,

The dissemination efficiency was 0. 65 for B/. and 0. 70 for CS.

(U) As a matter of interest, the area coverage-time relationship was ex-

amined during the study. The computer program was set up so thaL tile

sub-bomblet dosage patterns could be cut off at any distance (x) downwind.

This allowed a study of the rate at ;,'hich the area coverage builds up. At

a time (t) the pattern was cut off at the distance (x) equal to (ut), where (u)

is the wind speed. The area coverage was calculated for successive values

of (t) for Concepts I and V (the extreme cases of the five concepts). The

results are presenter' in figures 25 and 26. The calculations were made for

a 3-mph win,. however, the same relationship is valid for other wind speeds

since the rate of buildup is inversely proportional to the wind speed. That

is, a given value of area coverage will occur in half the time if the wind

speed is doubled.
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(C) a. Summary of ('o.<t! l.ffectivcnc.ss Analysis - To provide the actual

costs necessary to complete the cost/effectiveness analysis, high production

cost estimatei (based on production quantities in excess of 5 million) were

obtained for the following items:

- Complete bomblet har'dware

- Bomblet asseinliv
- Sub-bomblet loading, fuzing, ad assembly

(U) For comparative purpcses, costs were obtained for the following

alternative sub-bomblet assemblies for each candidate:

Sub-bomblet with delay primer and without flotation devin:e

- Sub-bomblet with delay primer and flotation device

Sub-bomblet with mcchanical fuze (FMU-65/B)

The results of the cost comparison are shown in figure 27.

(U) As the final step in the cost/effectiveness analysis, the theoretical

measured effectiveness ol h concept was combined with the actual cost of

each concept. Only the bomblet hardware costs were used for this com-

parison since there is no difference in the sortie cost between the concepts.

The data in figures 28 through 31 indicate that Concept I, with its high

effectiveness and low cost, provides the optimum cost/effectiveness for

the nonhazardous bomblet.

(C) b. Bomblet Application Study - The four tactical situations sum-

marized in table I were studied to determine the appropriate bomblet

requirement for each situation and the bomblets and bomblet delivery tactics

that would be most effective. The study was based on the results of a com-
4prehensive study for the U. S. Army Limited War Laboratory. CS and BZ

4 1"Application of Selected Agents to Counterinsurgency" (U), R. C. Koch
and S. D. Thayer, November 1965, U. S. Army Limited War Laboratory,
A.D369167.
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were included among the chemical agents recommended by th study for use

in the four situations summarized in table 1.

(C) (1) Munition Expenditures - The bomblet expenditure

requirements for the four tactical situations studied were calcuiated para-

metrically as a function of the target size specified for each counterinsur-

gency situation. The results are presented in figures 32 and 33. It was

assumed that the delivery of the agent was 100 percent efficient. A

fractional target area coverage of 0. 9 and 0. 3 at the ICt50 were assumed.

This will cause about 80 and 40 percent casualties, respectively.

(C) (2) Description of Tactical Situations - The four tactical

situations are described briefly in the following paragraphs:

(C) (a) 'ounterambush - In the counterambush role, the

boniblet must provide immediate and extensive incapacitation of the attacking

force. The onset time of the agent plus the delivery time must be less than

50 seconds, and the duration of incapacitation should be several minutes.

Longer lasting incapacitation is of sccondary interest in that it provides an

opportunity to regroup, withdraw, or pursue the attackers.

(C) The target area is assumed to he 300 by 400 meters math a central

island of friendly forces 100 : 100 meters, for a total area of 11 x 10 4

square meters. Applying the nonhazardous bomb in such a situation would

require continuous air cover to fulfill the short deliver; time requirement.

Also, the close proximity to the enemy of the friendly force would neces-

sitate tre use of gas masks.

(C) The most useful agent for this situation is CS because its response

time and duration closely match the agent requirements. BZ would be use-

ful as a follow-up agent to aid in succeeding operations against the attackers.
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(C) The target area could be covered in two different ways. One large

pattern could be used to cover the entire area, including that occupied by the

friendly forces. This would provide the most rapid coverage, but would

increase the possibility of incapacitating the friendly force. Alternately,

successive passe., around the perimeter of the friendly force could be

made to cover only the area containing the attacking forces. This procedure

minimizes the chance of incapacitating friendly personnel, but it would take

longer. Either of these pattern sizes could be produced by varying the

delivery speed or altitude, as shown by the data in figures 34 and 35. The

latter case was used for determining bomb expenditure requirements for

this situation.

(C) (b) Landing zone preparation - The mission of the

bomblet in this situation is to suppress enemy fire'ifito the landing zone and

the helicopter approach and departure routes. The landing operation takes

place over a period .of about two hours. (overage would be required either

continuously or coordinated precisely with each wave of incoming helicopters.

The onset time of the inxapacitors need not be short, but it must be pre-

dit.table. The target area varies from 200 x 200 meters to 1000 x 1000

m eters. For this study, it was assumed to he 500 x 500 meters (25 x 104

square rmt2ers).

(C) If CS is to be used ir. the nonhazardous bomblet, it would have to be

reapplied every 5 minutes to provide coverage during the entire landing

operation. The 24-hour or more duration of YiZ incapacitation more than

fulfills the landing operation requirements. Also, its 1 -hour onset time

is appropriate for this situationi. The expenditure requirements were

calculated for only. one application of CS. Additional applications would

simply multipy the amount of agent needed, assuming no persistence of

the agent.
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(W) (c) Search and seize - In this situation, an enemy

force is suspected to accupy an area. The weapon must incapacitate the

personnel in this area so that it may be safely searched and the enemy

personnel captured.

(C) The onset time of thc agent should he short enough to prevent the

enemy from fleeing the area (in the order of 30 to 60 minutes). The dura-

tion of incapacitation required will vary depending on the time required to

search the area. The area of the target was taken to be 1 square kilo-

meter.

(C) 1Z would be the more useful of the two agents because of its long dura-

tion of incapacitation. Its relatively long onset time might require the use

of a second agent such as (S to prevent escape of the enemy. CS could

also be used against areas of resistance encountered during the search

operation.

(C) (d) Perimeter defense - The objective of the weapon in

this situation is to prevent an enemy from crossing a perimeter set up

about some friendly position and ovcr(.oming the position. Theperimeter

is assumed to be 200 meters deep, surrounding an area 500 meters square

(56 x 104 square meters).

(C) An attack is usually of 15 to 20 minutes duration, but may be as long

as an hour. This woulij require a relativcly fast reaction time and agent

response time. The duration of incapacitation should be as long as the

duration 0f the battle, or repeated applications of agent should be made.

(C) An air strike with the nonhazardous bomblet would be of limited

value in such a situation because the attacks are of such short duration that

there may not be time to launch the strike. Also, the attacks often take

place in poor flying weather and at night. The choice of an agent is obviously

CS because of the short onset time required. BZ would be used only in a

secondary role for counterattacks against the enemy force.
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kC) (3) Calculation of Optimum Delivery Altitudes -The optimum

delivery altitudes (those resulting in maximum area coverage) were

calculated for various aircraft delivery velocities. The calculations were

based on the results of the data obtained from the studies of bomblet area

cover and theoretical effectiveness. The optimum delivery conditions for

both CS-and BZ-loaded bomblets are summarized in table II. The data in

table II show that, per bomblet sortie, the delivery velocities for both

CS- and BZ-loaded bomblets are theoretically quite low. For greater

delivery velocities, therefore, more than one sortie should be made over

the target area to make up for the larger than optimum sub-bomblet

impact patterns. The exact number of passes to be made will depend on the

altitude and desired delivery velocity. These data can be estimated by using

the data in the pattern-versus-velocity charts in figures 34 and 35.

3. Fuzing

(U) The designs for the cluster fuzing and the sub-bomblet fuzing are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

(U) a. Cluster Fuzing - The primary fuzing system used in the non-

hazardous cluster bomblet is a modified 13LU-4 time: combined with a

pyrocore column and an explosive bolt. This selection was based on the suc-

cess of this system in an earlier nonhazardous cluster bomblet design.

(U) The design details and operation of the cluster fuzing system are

described in section IV.

5 Optimum delivery" altitude is that altitude at which maximum area
coverage is achieved and above which the pattern size becomes so
large that the coverage effects are diminished.
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(U) b. Sub-bomblet Fuzing - A slightly modified version of the FMU-

65/B mechanical, omni-directional, impact-initiated fuze was selected

for use in the nonhazardous sub-bomblets because this fuze --

Provides for design simplification of cluster hardware,

Offers the flexibility of high-altitude delivery,

Provides for sub-bomblet function immediately upon ground impact,
thus minimizing troop response time,

Eliminates requirement for sub-bomblet flotation device,

Provides adaptability to various means of agent dissemination, and

Is amenable to economical methods of high production.

(U) The design details and the operation of the FMU-65/13 fuze in th2 non-

hazardous bomblet are described in section IV.

4. Preliminary H-ardware Evaluation

(U) Prior to specifying the detailed cluster design for MIL-STD and flight

test evaluation, various studies and tests xere conducted to evaluate specific

hardware components. The following hardware areas were checked:

- Bomblet structural integrity

- Parachute packaging

- Sub-bomblet material

- Sub-bomblet interlocks

Explosive bolt attachment

- Flotation device

Each of these areas is discussed in the following paragraphs:
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(U) a. Bormblet Structural Integrity - An aerodynamic study provided

data on the structural loads imposed on the bomblet by the deployment of the

parachute. Since parachute deployment imposes the most severe structural

loads on the bomblet, data were used to establish the critical structural

loads which the bomblet would have to withstand in order to perform reliably.

The theoretical maximum structural loads established for the bomblet (see

table III) were based on the most severe aerodynamic condition (a Mach

0. 9 delivery at an altitude of 50 feet). The structural design goals listed in

table Ill were established by applying a 50% safety factor to the theoretical

design loads.

(U) To determine the structural strength of the bomblet cluster a closely

monitored axial tensile load was applied to the various bomblet joints. The

tests indicated the design goals for the top plate/center tube attachment,

center tube, center tube/bottom plate attachment, and explosive bolt-function

loads were satisfied. The typical cluster hardware tested is shown in figures

36 and 37. The results of these tests and their comparison with the respec-

tive design goals are summarized in table IV.

(U) As indicated in table IV all of the tests conducted, except the first two

explosive bolt units, satisfied the design goal. The first two explosive bolt

units failed structurally as diagrammed in figure 38. When subjected to

axial tension loads exceeding 2000 lbs the necked section sheared through

the bottom flange. To prevent this shearing, the flange section was increased

in thickness by 0. 050 and designed as shown in figure 39. Upon subsequent

testing of the revised bolt it was found the bolt did not fail until tension loads

exceeding 5000 lbs were applied (see table IV, tests 3 and 4). This

revision was incorporated in the explosive bolt design.

(U) In addition to the above controlled load tests, a 40-foot drop test was

conducted with a bomblet comprised of a cluster assembly and dummy plastic

sub-bomblets to evaluate its impact shock load integrity. The test bomblet

was dropped from 40 feet onto a steel plate. The condition of the test
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TABLE Ill. SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL STRUCTURAL

LOADS AND DESIGN GOALS

FORCE SOURCE AND APPL ICATION LHEORETiCAL FORCE DIRECTION DESIGN GUALS VALUE

PARACHUTE SNATCH LOAD

SHROUD LINES 5300 LBS OLiQUE TENSION 495( LB

PARACHUTE OPENING LOAD I
SHROUD LINES I 2600 LBS AXIAL TENSION 3900 LBS

PARACHUTE RING/TOP PLArE 2600 LBS AXIAL TENSIO,4 3900 LBS
ATTACHMENT

TOP PLATE, CENTER TUBE 2600 LBS AXIAL TENSION 3165 LBS
ATTACHMENT

CENTER TUBE 2100 LBS AXIAL TENSION 3165 L,3S

CENTER TUBE/BOTTON! PLATE I 1950 LBS AXIAL TENSION 2800 LS
ATTACHMENT

EIGHT SUB-BOMBLET LINER 4 35 AXIAL COMPRESSION 650 LES

BOMBLET DECELERATION I I

SHROUD LINES 1630 LBS AXIAL TENSION 2445 aS

PARACHUTE RING. TO PLATE 1;30 -6S AXIAL TENSION 2445 LBS
ATTACHMENT I
TOP PLATE/CENTER TUBE 1630 LBS I AXIAL TENSION 2445 LBS
ATTACHMENT

CENTER TUBE 1330 LOS I AXIAL TENSION 1950 LBS

CENTER TUBEiBOTTOM PLATE 1180 LhS AXIAL TENSION 1 1770 LBS
ATTACHMENT I I

EIGHT SUB-BOMBLET LINER , 265 LBS AXIAL COMPRESSION 395 LBS

BOMBLET EVENT

EXPLOSIVE BOLT FUNCTION uNOETERMINE. .... I SATISFY STATIC

SUNCLASSIFIED TEST LOADS
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bomblet after the drop test is shown in figure 40. Other than a slight bend

of the center tube and the loss of one sub-bomhliet (the solid plastic cracked),

the test bomblet remained intact and structurally sound.

(U) ). Parachute Packaging - The preliminary parachute package

utilizd a Fiber Frax and asbestos covering in conjunction with a metal and

plastic cup. Th. parachute was deployed bi a static line and a 0- to 50-

pound break i.k affied to the SUU-1 3/ dispenser tube.

(U) This improved and simplified parachute package was based on the de-

sign developed for the BLU-20/323 bomblet. The package is simplified

by the use of lust a plastic cup and cover. The cover has an integral metal

plate which shields the cover from the hot ejection gases. The cup packages

the parachute and protects it from the ejection environment.

(U) Another improvement is the elimination of the static line for parachute

deployment. This package utilizes the drogue effect of the parachute cover,

to deploy the parachute.

(U) c. Sub-homblet Material - A comprehensive trade-off study was

conducted to determine which plastic material would be used for sub-bomblet

construction. The structural, assembly, and cost characteristics of the

candidate materials were determined and rated according to their applica-

bility to the nonhazardous bomblet. The results of this study are summar-

ized in tables V and Vi.

(U) The material selected for sub-bomblet construction was ABS Cycolac,

type X-27. The results of this study were reviewed with Edgewood Arsenal

personnel who have done extensive work with the loading and testing of

similar plastic munitions, and they concurred with the selection.

(U) d. Sub-bomblet Interlocks - Another design area studied was the

interlocking scheme for the sub-bomblets. Pins were originally used to

hold the sub-bomblets together in the cluster. These however were
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unacceptable in that they were costly and did not reliably se arate upon

cluster release.

(U) The design approach selected involved molding the top and bottom

halves of the sub-bomblet to the shapes shown in figure 41, The advantage

of this design is that it affords maximum usage of the sub-bornblet volume

for the agent and is amenable to high volume production.

(1j) e. E!xplosive Bolt Design - The designs for the bottom plate and

tsxplosive bolt are shown in figure 42. The bottom plate is crimped over the

Ilange of the explosive bolt upon cluster assembly. The crimping method

is very adaptable to mass production methods. The crimping is illustrated

in figure 43, which also shows a test slug typical of those used to determine

the crimp strength described earlier.

(U) To check the assembly tolerancing and the functioning of the cluster

ignition train (pyrocore) and explosive bolt, three bomblets were assembled.

These units consisted of a top plate, center tube, pyrocore column, collar,

explosive bolt, explosive bolt elements, and bottom plate. The assembly

tolerancing was found to be satisfactory. To check the ignition train and

explosive bolt, the pyrocore was ignited by a small H1)X charge that was

located at the top end of the pyrocore column to simulate the output of the

BLU-4 timer. The tests indicated that venting was necessary to prevent

the crimp from damage by the explosive bolt detonation. After a vent hole

was added through the bolt flange, all elements performed satisfactorily.

(U) f. Flotation Device - A chimney type flotation device consisting

of an integral conical spring and a flexible mylar sack was considered for

use with the nonhazardous sub-bomblet. With the incorporation of the impact-

initiated FMU-65/B fuze, the requirement for a flotation device no longer

existed, and further studies were dropped.
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B. PIPHOTOTYPI:, MNII-STI), AN) FI3IG1tT TEST EVALUATION

(U) Upon selecting thc prcprototype bomblet design, a series of functional,

Ml,-STI), aid flight demon.stration test.-; were conducted. The specific

test categories were as follows:

- Sub-bomblet refinement tests

- MIL-STD and preflight demonstration tests

- Flight testing

1. Sub-HIomblet Refinement Testing

(U Initial static function tests of sub-bomblets loaded with pyrotechnic

red smoke indicated that there was insufficient venting to allow proper igni-

tion and smoke cloud generation. Also, the recommended Chem Corps

starter mixture proved inadequate.

(U) In initial tests of 33 sub-bomblets, those loaded with a dry pressed

starter mixture broke apart upon fuze function, Case fractures upon fuze

function also occurrcd in an initial group of sub-bomblets tested with a

liquid form of the Chem Corps L3143-7 starter mixture which was slurried

into the starter core. The extent of fracturing, typical of these tests, is

illustrated in figure 44.

(U) In an attempt to prevent fracturing the 0. 137-inch diameter vent holes

in each end of the sub-bomblet vere enlarged, and a vent hole was added in

the fuze cover. Also, a new test fixture was designed to replace the old

fixtures, which confined the sub-bomblet sides so all the fuze output

pressure was exerted on the radiused side. The new static test fixture,

which permitted a more realistic flexure of the sub-bomblet walls, is

shown in figure 15.
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Figure 45, Redesigned Sub-bomblet Static Test Fixture



(U) The use of the new fixture, along with varying the vent hole sizes

and increasing the free (void) volume directly beyond the fuze output hole,

prevented sub-bomblet breakup in subsequent tests. An improved method

of ignition was sought, however, since only 50% of a subsequent group of

sub-homblets ignited properly with the Chem Corps B143-7-3 starter mixture.

Quickmatch had been recommended by Edgewood Arsenal as a more sensitive

starter that could easily replace the Chem Corps starter in this sub-bomblet.

An 1. 875-inch length of Quickmatch (type I class A per MIL4.- 373) was then

tested.

(U) With Quickmatch as a starter, a total of 17 sub-bomblets were functioned.

.ach ignited perfectly, generating a dense red s-noke cloud for periods rang-

ing from 20 to 45 seconds. A sub-bomblet function typical of this group is

shown in figure 46.

(U) b. Temperature and Shock Tests - After reliable static functioning

had been established, tests were conducted to determine the effects of

temperature Lnd physical shock- on sub-bomblet functioning. A group of

four sub-bomblets were submitted to temperaturc shock tests per MIL-STD-

810A, method 503. Two bomblets that were functioned statically generated

rud smoke for approximately 30 seconds. Another sub-bomblet dudded when

dropped 20 feet onto firm ground.

(UI) Concurrently, ten smoke-loaded sub-bomblets with FMU-65/B fuzes

were drop tested. These fuzes wcre the results of a recent fuze revision

made to eliminate occasional duds. Approximately 15 percent of the first

group of sub-bomblets that were shock tested dudded upon ground impact.

The cause was improper impingement of the detonator on the fuze firing

pin, which was corrected by removing an inherent burr flash within the

detonator slide slot in the cast fuze housing.

(I) The results of drop tests of a final group of ten sub-bomblets loaded

with smoke and FMU-65/ 1 fuzes indicated that the impingement problem had

been corrected.
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(U) c. Dissemination Tests - A detailed report of the test series is

given in Appendix C. A summary of CS and BZ agent dissimination efficiency

tests is presented in the following paragraphs. These tests were completed

at the aerosol recovery chamber operated by the Illinois Institute of

Technology Research Institute (IITRI) in Chicago, Illinois.

(C) (I) CS Dissemination Tests - The results of the CS dissemination

tests are summarized in table VII. in all, ten sub-bomblets were tested.

The dissemination efficiencies for the final sub-bomblet design ranged

from 50 to 76 percent, the higher efficiences being obtained as the CS

loading operation improved.

(U) (2) BZ Dissemination Tests - The BZ dissiemination tests were

conducted in two phases: loading at Edgewood Arsenal, and testing at

IITRI.

(C) (a) Loading - The loading of 10 sub-bomblets with BZ was

accomplished with the tooli illustrated in figure 47. The following

conclusions resulted from consultations with Edgewood Arsenal:

- The previously specified Chem Corps BI 43-14-6 mixture cannot be
used in any BZ munition because of a recent Government edict
that the mixture is unsafe for loading.

- A new mixture called "Hooker 283" was used in the sub-bomblets.
This new mixture contains a higher percentage of BZ then the
former (55, compared to 50%) and is loaded in a "wet" instead of
"dry" condition, as was the former BZ mix. The CS and smoke
mixes currently used are loaded "dr,".

- The so-called "wet" loading would normally create a problem with
the current sub-bomblet because a binder containing approximately
5 percent acetone is used. Acetone is incompatible with Cycolac
X-27 from which the sub-bomblet is made. To circumvent this
problem with the ten sub-bomblets on hand, the "wet" binder solution
was not used and the 13Z mixture was press loaded "dry'. As
mentioned above, this is not the standard loading procedure for this
mix and thus cannot be used in future loading operations.
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In view of the incompatibility of the current sub-bomblet case with
the new BZ mixture, it was recommended that the sub-bomblet case
material be changed to Nylafil. This is a 30 to 40% glass-filled
nylon which is not affected by acetone. It is readily available and
can bc substituted in place of the Cycolac without any change to
current tooling or fabrication methods.

(C) Upon inspection of the BZ-loaded sub-bomblets, it was concluded that

the BZ fill was of poor quality. The mixture surrounding the quickmatch

ignitor was very porous and broken away near the top, 'The fill density

varied considerably throughout the unit.

(b) Testing - The results of the dissemination tebis of the

ten sub-bomblets with loaded Hooker 283 BZ are presente. in table VIII.

(c) Post Test Analysis - From the analysis and the knowledge

of the problems encountered in preparing these BZ-filled sub-bomblets for

test, deficiencies were readily identified. The following pretest conditions

and design weaknesses contributed to the low BZ dissemination efficiencies:

The sub-bomblet case material, Cycolac X-27, is incompatible with
the acetone normally used in mixing the Hooker 283 BZ formula.
Because of this material incompatibility, the standard loading
procedures for the Hooker 283 were not utilized. Instead, a
special dry-pressed procedure was used, which resulted in a very
porous, low-quality fill.

The Quickmatch igniter found successful with the CS and smoke
pyrotechnic mixes induces flaming when used with the BZ mixture.
Upon ignition, the Quickmatch deposits relatively hot combustion
products in the ignition trough that tend to cause flaming. The
flaming thermally decomposes the agent, which results in a very
poor agent recovery.

The two venting orifices provided in the current submunition are too
large to maintain the pressure/temperature relationship necessary
for the effect ive thermal generation of the Hooker 283 mixture.

Recommendations to solve these design problems and significantly improve

the BZ dissemination efficiency of the sub-bomblet are presented in Section

VII.
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2. MIL-STD and Preflight I)emonstration Tests

(U) The preprototype bomblet was subjected to MIL-STD-810A specifications,

air-gun tests, and static ejection tests.

(U) a. MIL-STD Tests - The results of all testing to MIL-STD-810A

requirements are summarized in table VIII. After the bomblets were sub-

jected to each of the specified MIL-STD tests, each was ejected from an

SUJ-1 3/A tube and statically functioned. As shown in table IX, the primary

fuze, pyrocore initiator, and explosive bolt of all but four bomblets functioned

perfectly. Of these four the primary fuze functioned properly, but an

improperly prepared pyrocore initiator prevented the remainder of the

ignition train from functioning. This deficiency in assembly was corrected

immediately.

(U) All but seven of the live, smoke-loaded sub-bomblets functioned

properly. The primary causes of the sub-bomblet failures were:

The asphalt sealant used to seai the case crimp of the FMU-65/B,
being too fluid, seeped into the fuze mechanism and locked up the
internal gearing.

The metal burr on the housing causes the firing pin to impinge on the
detonator.

Both of these problems were resolved by appropriate design changes.

(U) b. Flight Simulation (Air Gun) Tests - Three series of dynamic

tests were conducted with live bomblets and varying quantities of live

sub-bomblets. The bomblets were launched from the high pressure air

gun shown in figure 48 to simulate the dynamic environment of a flight

drop.

(U) The first series of tests involved six bomblets. These tests were

conducted primarily ,o determine launching modes and nozzle fixturing,,

and to gage launching velocities to ensure the bomblets were experiencing
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a realistic dynamic environment. When tested, these six bomblets did

not function as designea. The high magnitude, destructive setback forces

experienced damaged various fuzing components in each test and prevented

bomblet function. The conclusions reached were that further testing had

to be accomplished to better define the air gun laur~ch environment.

(U) The second series of tests involved ten bomblets. The objective was

to resolve the problems experienced with the initial test series and to

obtain some degree of functional confidence in dynamic bomblet function.

During this series it was determined that the sabot (bomblet launching guide)

and gun breech diaphragm had to be modified to obtain proper launch. Testing

with appropriate modifications to these items resulted in four successful

bomblet rests. The other six did not function properly due to damage to

the primary (modified BLU-4) timer in the bomblet. At the completion of

thi. test series it was concluded that the timer must be specially reinforced to

to withstand the air gun setback loads and that another series of tests be

conducted.

(U) The third series of dynamic tests prior to the demonstration tests,

fourteen bomblets were tested, and all but six functioned properly. Four

of the six again experienced setback damage when they were launched at

velocities near 600 knots. The other two dudded because of improper

function of the cluster ignition train. With eight of the fourteen having

functioned properly at velocities near 450 knots it was decided to conduct the

final preflight demonstration tests at this velocity.

(U) The final preflight demonstration tests consisted of firing four bomblets

from the airgun at 600 fps. Only one of the four bomblets demonstrated

complete and proper function. The results of the tests are summarized

below in the order in which the tests were conducted:

Bomblet No. I Good parachute deployment. Cluster malfunctioned
because the drive spring in the primary fuze came loose
upon bomblet launch.
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Bomblet No. 2 Good parachute deployment. Cluster functioned properly,
dispersing the 32 sub-bomblets in an elliptical pattern
approximately 270 feet long and 110 feet wide. Cluster
release altitude was approximately 55 feet. Of the 16 live
sub-bomblets (red smoke) 3 dudded due to FMU-65/B fuze
malfunctions and 2 dudded when the covers broke
loose upon ground impact. The remaining 11 sub-bomblets
worked properly.

Bomblet No. 3 Good parachute deployment. Cluster functioned; how-
ever, the explosive bolt fractured upon leaving the air
gun muzzle, This resulted in premature expansion of
the sub-bomblet cluster and, consequently, premature
arming of the sub-bomblet fuzes. Therefore, a number
of the sub-bomblets functioned prior to impact with the
ground. Of the 1 6 live sub-bomblets, 8 failed to function
properly. Three of these eight duds were in one stack
of submunitions, which hung up in the fractured cluster
container, and were not released until after ground
impact. Thus, the three fuzed sub-bomblets in the stack
were not able to arm before impact and, therefore,
did not initiate upon impact. The other five duds were
due to malfunctioning FMIJ-65/B fuzes, which included
two insensitive detonators.

Bomblet No. 4 Good parachute deployment. Bomblet dudded due to
damage to the primary fuze, caused by setback forces.

An analysis of the demonstration tests resulted in the following.

The bomblet malfunctions were due to problems inherent in launching
from the airgun and not to bomblet design deficiencies. Further
airgun testing did not appear warranted. Strengthening of the bomblet
to withstand the loads imposed by the air g-un would be quite costly,
and thus undesirable, since the bomblet is physically and functionally
compatible with the SUU-1 3/A dispenser from which it will be
delivered.

Parachute deployment was very good and initiated the primary fuze
release mechanism in all cases.

The FMU-65/B malfunctions were due primarily to a "partial arm"
condition. This condition was caused by a combination of escapement
gear misalignments and setback loads onthe fuze. The misalignment
problem was inherent to the fuze parts and assembly technique.
Corrective actions were taken and the necessary design improvements
were incorporated.
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Three of the FMU-65/B fuzes used in the tests had insensitive
detonators. The detonators were hand-loaded by R. Stresau
Labs, who admitted to difficulties with the loading tools which
could account for the failures. All of the detonators used in
subsequent bomblets were taken from a special FGI lot from Lone
Star Arsenal.

The bond between the sub-bomblet covers provided by acetone was
susceptible to failure. The use of acetone was replaced by a filler
type epoxy.

(U) Because of the inconclusive results of these tests, another series of

proof tests were conducted which involved the static ejection of seven

bomblets from SUJU-13/A tubes. All bomblets were completely operable

after ejection. The photographs in figure 4 q are typical of the results of

these ejection tests.

3. Development Flight Tests

(U) Ten bomblets containing inert sub-bomblets (but with functional cluster

fuzing) were flight tested. The results of the tests are summarized in

table X. Except for an apparently insensitive M55 detonator in one of the

explosive bolts and the insufficient expansion of one bolt, all components

of the ten bomblets demonstrated th. desired function when deliverd by

the tactical fighter aircraft.

(U) A review of the results of the flight tests, conducted as part of

contract item 2, indicated that the overall functional characteristics of

the bomblet were satisfactory. The following minor design changes were

incorporated into the prototype test models to improve reliability.

The rivets retaining the parachute shield assembly to the drogue
line were strengthened to prevent the shield from breaking free
upon bomblet ejection.

The explosive bolt collar was modified slightly to allow greater
cluster expansion and thus more reliable sub-bomblet release

The O-ring seal location on the top plate was changed to prevent

possible binding of the parachute ring upon ejection.
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TABLE X. AIR FORC' FLIGHT TEST SUMMARY

L DELIVERY D! LVERY I

TEST LOMBLET ALTITUDE VELOCITY REMARKS
NUMBER (FEET) (KNOTS)I

1 300 225 LOW SPEED DELIVERY TO CHECK FOR ABORT -

UNIT ABORTED PROPERLY Il

2 300 225 LOW SPEED DELIVERY TO CHECK FOR ABORT -

UNIT DID NOT ABORT, BUT FUNCTIONED PROPERLY (1)

3 300 300 UNIT FUNCTIONED PROPERLY.

4 300 300 UNIT FUNCTIONED. BOLT DID NOT EXPAND SUFFIC ENTLY

TO RELEASE SUBMUNITIONS PRIOR TO GROUND IMPACT.

5 300 400 UN!T FUNCTIONED WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE M55

DETONATOR IN THE EXPLOSIVE BOLT.

6 300 400 UNIT FUNCTIONED PROPERLY.

300 500 UNIT FUNCTIONED PROPERLY.

8 300 500 UNIT FuNCTIONED PROPERLY.

9 300 600 UNIT FUNCTIONED PROPERLY.

10 300 600 UNIT FUNCTIONED PROPERLY.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOTE: (11) BOMBLET IS DESIGNED FOR 100 PERCENT ABOR'f AT DELIVERY VELOCITIES LESS THAN

140 KNOTS AND 100 PERCENT FUNCTION AT VELOCITIES GREATER THAN 240 KNOTS.

THE 225-KN.T TEST IS IN THE SO-CALL.ED GREY AREA WHERE EITHER FUNCTION OR

ABORT MAY OCCUR.
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The drive spring in the sub-bomblet fuze was strengthened to insure
arming in severe g-load environments caused by tumbling and/or in
the event of slight gear friction in the escapement mechanism.

(U) A total of 123 bomblets incorporating the above changes and containing

varing quantities of inert, smoke, and CS-filled sub-bomblets are subse-

quently assembled and delivered to the Air Force for continued flight test

evaluation. I

i!
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(C) The work performed has indicated that a nonhazardous bomblet of the

type developed can be delivered by a tactical aircraft from a SUU- 13/A dis-

penser, and will effectively disperse itself over the target. All components

of the bomblet were shown to be theoretically nonhazardous to personnel in

the target area.

(C) The conclusions and recommendations for this bomblet will be dis-

cusses in two categories: BLU-30/ B Qluster bomblet concept applications,

and sub-bomblet improvements with BZ.

A. 3LU- 30/ B CLUSTER BOMBLET CONCEPT APPLICATIONS

(C) As delineated in this report, the BLU-30/B bomblet has demonstrated

its physical and functional compatibility with the SUT-13/A dispenser and,

especially with CS indications are that relatively large geographical areas

can be covered to a 30% casualty level; i. e. single bomblet coverage of29

10, 000 m 2 with CS and 2, 500 m2 with BZ. Theoretical area coverage effec-

tiveness predictions indidate that %Writh CS this system would -exceed the CBU-

'30 by 40 to 6%. Realistic effeotiveness comparisons with BZ are not avail-.

able. Another. signifi3ant cornparison to the CBU-30 system is that.the BLU-

30 bomblet provides an.abot safety feature in the event -f inadvertent

ejections from the aircraft, whereas this .is not available with CBU-30 system.

(U) It is recommended that a short design study effort be conducted to esta-

blish which dispenser is most effective with this type bomblet and to formulate

tne necessary bomblet design drawings. At the completion of this effort it is

felt that an engineering development program, as opposed to advanced develop-

ment, be conducted to verify its cost/effectiveness qualifications for stand-

ardization.

(U) Subsequent Air Force testing revealed additional development would be

required for the BLU-30/B submunitions to allcviate problems of submunition

break-up on ground impact and e:xcessive pressure build-up within the sub-

m unition.
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i. SUI3-I3OMBLLT IMPROVEMEI.NT WITH 1IZ

(C) The BLIJ-30/B sub-bomblet disseminated CS with reasonable efficiency,

but not BZ. Loading difficulties were experienced because a new 13Z formula-

tion (see table XI) is not compatible with the sub-bomblet material. The tests

also showed that the dissemination technique could be improved for both

design changes, along with recommendations for a short program which

would improve the sub-bomblet for the dissemination of BZ.

Recommendation 1: Fabricate the Sub-bomblet body from Nylafil (a 30 to 40

percent glass-filled Nylon).

(U) The loading tests with BZ showed that the acetone currently used in the

Hooker 283 formulation is not compatible with the Cycolac plastic from which

the current sub-bomblet is fabricated. A materials search has resulted in

the recommendation of Nylafil. Nylafil is compatible with all elements in

the Hooker 283 mix and is stronger than Cycolac. Nylafil is also adapted to

the current sub-bomblet tooling and fabrication techniques.

(U) By fabricating the submunition from Nylafil, the loading procedure

recommended for the Hooker 283 BZ mix may be used. The purpose of the

acetone in the Hooker 283 mix is two-fold; it desensitizes autoignition due to

intergranular friction and heating during loading, and it acts as a binder.

(U) The dry BZ/pyrotechnic fill could not be pressed uniformly. Good con-

solidation could not be achieved without intergranular binding, and the result

was a loose, crumbly fill that was detrimental to consistent ignition and

thermal generation.

Recommendation 2: Incorporate a Completely Consumable ignitor Element.

(U) The high temperature combusion products resulting from the current

quickmatch ignition technique aided in flaming of the BZ pyrotechnic mix.

It is recommended that a completely consumable ignition element, such as a

-101-
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PlyrofuzeA element, can be used to eliminate this problem. Pyrofuze is of

bimetallic composition; when brought tothe ignition temperature, its elements

will alloy violently and exothermically, resulting in deflagration without

the support of oxygen. The alloyed elements are almost completely consumed

(approximately 95 percent). Easily ignitable by the flash output of the modi-

fied FMU-65/B fuze, the pyrofuze element supplies. a sufficient amount of

thermal energy (minimum temperature of 2800'C) to ignite the BZ pyrotechnic

fill. There is no shock or detonation that could break up The agent fill.

Recommendation 3: Reduce the Diameter of the Venting Orifices in the Sub-

bomblet Body.

(U) The properly mixed and loaded BZ pyrotechnic mixture burns within a

specific temperature range, and the pressure buildup within the confines of

the sub-bomblet directly affects this thermal reaction. If the pressure

buildup due to the thermal reaction is not sufficiently vented, the reaction

pressures will eventually exceed the strength of the sub-bomblet confines,

and the unit will detonate violently. On the other hand, if the venting or

pressure relief is too great, the resulting pressure temperature balance is

such that the chemical reaction is in the oxygen-rich flaming state, and the

7lame temperature is high enough to thermally decompose the BZ filled sub-

bomblet.

(U) By xperirmenting further with reduced venting ports, the pressure

tempratare relatioinship best suited to this sub-bomblet can be obtained.

With the optimum vent size established and the use of a pyrofuze ignitor

(Reco-mmendation 2), the result will be a large improvement in the BZ agent

nerosolization,

;-Tradf! natne for Pyrofuzea Corporation -- An affiliate of Sipriran Cobn Corp.,
Mt Vernon, N. Y.
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APPENDIX I

PARACHUTE STUDY

SUMMARY

(U) The recommended parachutes for use with the nonhazardous bomb

are the ring-slot parachute and the cruciform (French Cross) parachute.

A iiLerature search was conducted on the characteristics and performance

of parachutes an;d is summarized herein. The following discussion is con-

fined to the relative differences between parachute types and when and

where a particular parachute design would be used. If the reader would

prefer more details, a bibliography is given of the reports that were either

used in writing this discussion, or have detailed information concerning

parachute design characteristics and/or performance.

(U) In general, solid canopy parachutes are restricted to subsonic opera-

tion; ribbon parachutes allow transonic operation with special designs

extendng the operation into the supersonic regime; and ballutes, drag brakes

and trailing cones used for deceleration at hypersonic speeds. Rotor blades

are normally used when controlled descent is desired. Cruciform and

,Aagon-wheel types parachutes rrray be considered speciai types of solid

canopy designs or spccial types of ribbon canopy designs, sin,-e they exhibit

some characteristics of bo.th the solid and the ribbon parachutes.

INTROD UCTION

(U) With the advent of space travl and supersonic aircraft, a need was

created for light weight, light speed recovery systems. The search for

such a systenm unders;tandably turned tc, ptrachutes. The majority of the

literature of parachute design a, perfrrmnance has been written in the last

10 years. Prior to the uast decade, very little research was done on

improving parachute design, the solid cloth, circular canopy design being
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the most commonly used parachute. The one main exception ti the -ircular

canopy was the guide surface designed by 11. G. Heinrich during World War

II in Germany. The guide surface parachute is a more expensive and intri-

cate design than the circular canopy parachute and exhibits improved

stability and drag characteristics. The guide surface parachute is used

mainly as a personnel chute with limited use wherever high stability is

required by other air dropped items.

(U) The nonhazaruous bomblet requires a retardation system operable in
the subsonic and transonic speed regimes near sea level atmospherir

conditions. It is also imperative for the system to be packaged as small

as possible to allow miaximum volume for the payload. With these require-

mc.nts, the search for a retardation s ystem turned to the field of parachutes,

and a literature review was conducted of the current parachute state-of-the-

art.

(1I) Thu following discussion lists the parachute design and performance

parameters pertinent for a comparative analysis of the various parachutes

and the parchute requirements pertinent to the nonhazardous bomblet.

"then the Vari'ous parachutes are categorized and the parachute types appli-

, to the nonhazardous homblet requirements are discussed Finally,

th" parachutes having th( most advantages applicable to the nonhazardous

hornll) illre re Corn n,ended.

(U) Design and lPcrior.ancu Parameter.-s: The primary parameters used

for .Ic;:ribing a parachutc's Cl-arar~tcri: zttc; and] p-rformance.are a: follows:

Parachute deployment time - the time required for a parachute to be
ejected from the carrier vehicle, stretch the lines, and itart to open.

Sn1atch ''(:e. - the force cxpucri !ncd by the lines when they become
taut at the end of the deployment period (can be the maximum force
if the opening loads are small).
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I'illing time - the period between tle end of the deployment time and
when the parachute is inflated (at supersonic speeds, the inflated shape
of parachutes is normally smaller then the subsonic inflated shape).

Opening force - the force experienced by the lines when the parachute
inflates (usually the )eak force experienced by the parachute).

- Stress distribution - the stress experienced by the parachute material
(maximum stress and strain is normally experienced circumferentially
rather than radially).

- Dynamic stability of parachute - the oscillatory or coning characteristics
of the parachute.

Drag - the amount of retardation force created by the parachute with
respect to the area of th parachute material.

Subsystem reliability - the ability of the parachute package to consit-
ently deploy, open, and function as designed.

(U) Describing a parachute with the above parameters will allow to com-

plete and accurate description to be made of the parachute's performance.

Other design considerations for a parachute are weight, packaging volume,

complexity and cost.

(U) Requirements: The requirements of the parachute system for the

nonhazardous bomblet are dictated by the performance requirements of the

bomb. Throughout the delivery envelope, the parachute mu,. -- within

0.45 second - slow the bomb to a velocity which will allow the sub-bomblets

and the bomblet case to impac' 'he ground with energies less than 33 ft-lb.

The delivery envelop has a maximum and a minimum Mach number of 1.2

and 0.212, respectively . -. 3i a maximum and a minimum altitude of 700*

and 50 feet, respectively. Past analyses and test have indicated that a

parachute having a drag area (C DA) of 1. 01 7 square feet should satisfy

these requirements. A compatible parachute diameter of approximately

1. 5 feet will produce this drag area - smaller diameter is required if the

parachute displays large drag charactcristics and larger diameter is re-

quired if the ,arachute displays low drag characteristics.

".The 100-foot maximum delivery altitude would be applicable if pyrotechnicdlelay fuzir, were used in the nonhazardous sub-bomblet.
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(U) Parachute Categories:

Solid cloth: The solid cloth type of parachute has been, in the p:ast,

the more common type of parachute and contains such designs as the flat

circular, the extended skirt, the conical or shaped, the shaped gore or

hemispherical, and the guide surface. These parachutes exhibit a drag

coefficient between 0. 70 and 0. 95, depending upon their fabric porosity

for stability, and are deployed primarily in the subsonic regime. Except

for the guide surface, they display oscillations of i20 to 30 degrees. The

guide surface parachute (personnel ribless or modified ribless) is a high

stability design parachute and exhibits oscillations of less than ± 5 degrees.

The high opening shock leads of the solid canopy parachutes at transonic

speeds normally prohibits their use at other than subsonic speeds. The

guide surface parachute has a low opening shock factor but develops such

high frequency oscillations during opening at dynamic pressures greater

than 1700 psf that, in many cases the parachute has disintegrated, and in all

cases was extensively damaged.

(U) Ribbon: Th? ribbon type canopy is made up of fabric strips with

spaces between the strips. The flat circular design ribbon parachute has

concentric strips of fabric attached to radial strips of fabric. The ring

slot parachute is similar except radial lines replace the radial fabric strips.

Other types of ribbon parachutes are the conical, the ring sail, the hemisflo

and the equiflo. The zquiflo and the hemisflo parachute are especially

designed for supers;onic deployment and may be described as an extended

skirt flat circular ribbon parachute and an extended skirt hemispherical

ribbon parachute, respectively. The recommended operating range for the

ribbon pa,achutes extends into the low transonic speed regime, with the

equiflo and hemisflo parachutes extending into the supersonic regime.

(U) . peed parachute deployment the porosity of the canopy

fabric ai. ,pacing between the ribbons were found to be quite signifi-

cant in obtaining satisfactory operational charcterisitcs. To maintain a



high level of drag and stability, the canopy fabric should be betweeen 10

and 20 percent porous. Increasing the spacing between the ribbons slows

down the required opening time, lowers the opening shock and increases

the opening stability characteristics. At Mach 1.2 the total parachute

porosity including fabric porosity and spaces between the ribbons must

be greater than 15 percent to avoid violent oscillations, but less than 40

percent to avoid inflation instability due to the longer opening time. Ribbon

parachutes have compatible drag coefficients with the solid cloth canopy

if based on total fabric area and exhibit very good stability characteristics

having oscillation angles less than ± 5 degrees.

(U) Rotating: Rotating parachutes or rotor blades require swivel between

the parachute and the deployment vehicle. The drag characteristics are

usually better but the designs are much more intricate and the total package

heavier than for other parachutes. The rotafoil canopy is similar to the

flat circular type with an opening in each gore which causes the canopy to

rotate. The more stable designs of the rotafoil have less drag than the less

stable designs. The rotafoil has good opening characteristics with low open-

ing shock loads. Another type of rotating parachute is the vortex ring

canopy. The vortex ring canopy exhibits excellent drag and stability char-

acteristics but has poor opening reliability. Rotor bladc decelerators ex-

hibit excellent stability, high drag and reliable ope ie g characteristics.

The design must be integrated with the vehicle and is heavier than a compat-

ible parachute system. The rotor blade is normally selected when some

degree of landing control is desired.

(U) Other: Other types of parachutes or decelerators include the cruci-

form (French cross and Raven R-Plus), ballutes, Avco drag brake, and

.railing cones. Ballutes, Avco drag brake, and trailing cones are bulkier

and heavier than compatible parachutes and are considered when high Mach

number and high altitude operations are required. The cruciform para-

chute finds favor because of its design simplicity. It exhibits good stability
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characteristics -- oscillations less than ±10 degrees for a proper design.

It has a low opening shock load and excellent opening characteristics. Data

on high speed operation (low transonic regime) is not available, but it is

felt that this will present no problem; the panels can be easily slotted for a

ribbon variety if necessary. Drag characteristics are compatible to the

solid canopy design based on the total fabric area.

(U) Types Applicable to the Nonhazardous Bomblet: The solid canopy type

of parachute cannot withstand the maximum opening conditions of Mach 1. 2

and 50 feet altitude (corresponding dynamic pressure of 2135 psf). The

other types of parachutes can be applied to the nonhazardous bomblet,

some more readily adaptable than others. Rotating type parachutes, rotor

blades ballutes Avco drag brake, and cone decelerators will add more

weight to the system and require considerable design development for

successful integration with the nonhazardous bomblet. The cruciform para-

chute characteristics at Mach 1. 2 are not known, but this parachute has been

deployed successfully at high subsonic speeds and can be easily changed to

a ribbon type, if required for higher deployment speeds- Ribbon type para-

chutes have demonstrated their ability to deploy successfully at transonic

speeds; however, at supersonic speeds they require special designs to with-

stand the increased fabric flutter and opening oscillations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(U) Two parachutes are recommended for possible use with the nonhazard-

our bomblet: the ring-slot and the cruciform parachutes. Both exhibit

excellent characteristics in the required operating range and are of simple

construction raowecer, the cost of a cruciform parachute is significantly

lower than the ring-slot parachute. With the ability to "spill" air around

the canopy because of its crosstype design, the cruciform parachute has an

excellent chance of satisfying the Math 1. 2 opening requirements without

a ribbon construction. If a ribbon construction is required on the cruciform

parachute, the parachute must be increased slightly in size to maintain
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the same drag level. The ring-slot is a ribbon type parachute that will

satisfy the requirements of the nonhazardous bomblet and is the simplest

construction design of the ribbon type parachutes. Other ribbon type

parachutes may exhibit better characteristics at higher opening speeds, but

these are quite similar in performance to the ring-slot for the flight conditions

specified herein. Since they are of more complex construction than the ring-

slot, they are not recommended.
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APPENDIX IL

SUMMARY OF LITERATURE SEARCH FOR

IMPROVED BZ AND CS PYROTECHNIC FORMULATIONS

Related Studies

1
(U) The Dow Chemical Co., undcr contraict to Edgewood Arsenal, con-

ducted various studies on pyrotechnic compositions for thermally generating

chemical agents. For the pressed grain compositions of BZ and CS, such

fuels as the energetic nitrogen zalts(Mg- HNO 3 and EBS) and the azide salts

(TAZ and THA) have been tried along with small quantities of a catalyst.

In some cases the resultant burning characteristics are good (yields of

31 to 41%); however, most of these fuels have limited compatibility with the

agents CS and BZ, and must be studied further before definite conclusions

can be made as to their overall effectiveness as improved thermal generating

fuels. Another fuel which has shown most promise, particularly with CS

(60% agent recovery), is the sulphur nitrogen fuel DTB. However, this

fuel has not yet been optimized , and studies are continuing with DTB and

other sulphur nitrogen fuels to increase the burning rates of CS.

(U) Dow Chemical2 also studied improvements in castable CS and BZ mixes

The most promising results of these studies has been the development of a

castable, polymer-bonded CS formulation. The principal problem with this

polymer fuel composition has been the limited compatibility of CS with the

required monomers, curing agents, and additives. To date, the agent

yields with this fuel are about 1/2 to 3/4 of the best values obtained with

the high-efficiency pressed grain compositions. Continuing studies in this

field are aimed at optimizing the castable formulations for agent yield,

1 New Concepts in Pyrotechnic Fuels for the Thermal Dissemination of

Chemc Agents; R'AT. "D-8-65, Dow Chemical Corp., 1 July 1=b.

2 The Development and Demonstration of a Caseless Munition Concept -
ATL-TI- 55- 1.
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combustion, castability, curing, and physical properties.

(U) Optimum Castable Formulation for BZ Agent - The results of the

literature search and discussions with cognizant personnel indicated the

following optimum castable pyrotechnic formulation for PZ:

18. 0%7 Binder (Equal parts by weight of polyethylene

glycols polymerized with toluene diisocynate)

27. 5% Potassium Chlorate

4. 5% Sulphur

55. 0% Granulated BZ

When extruded or cast into shape, the resulting mixture densit'es ranged from

1.0 to 1. 1 gms/cc, which is nearly identical to the standard pressed mix

densities. The final shape exhibits excellent mechanical properties.

The resultant mixtures have been shown feasible for use in pyrotechnic

compositions for thermal dissemination of BZ (50 to 55% agent recovery),

but have not yet been fully qualified or standardized for munition usage.

(U) Optimum Castable Formulation for CS Agent - The studies indicated

the following optimum castable composition for thermally disseminating

CS:

15.0% Binder (Same as for BZ formulation described above)

30. 0% Potassium Chlorate

15.0% Powdered Sugar

40, 0% CS

This CS Mixture was found acceptable for thermal dissemination, yielding

40 to 50% agent recovery. Htere again, however, standardization has not

been made and further developmental investigations are being conducted.
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APPENDIX III

BOMBLEi' TEST AND PROTOTYPE PRODUCTION PROGRAM

I. INTRODUCTION

(U) This pr.gi im consisted of three tasks:

(1) Dissemination testing of CS pyrotechnic bomblets

(2) Dissemination testing of BZ pyrotechnic bomblets

(3) Prototype production of 160 CS pyrotechnic bomblets.

These three tasks were completed and the results are presented in this

report. For the testing phases of the program, data are presented for the

burning time of the bomblets, dissemination efficiency, and particle size of

the disseminated agents.

II. TESTS OF CS BOMBLETS

(U) The data for the tests of the CS loaded bomblets appear in Tables III-1

to 111-10 of this report. With the exception of the bomblets prepared for

Tests 5 and 6, all pressing was done dry. In Test.1 the bomblet was pre-

pared by pouring a weighed amount of the pyrotechnic mix into the funnel,

inserting the punch from the top, and pressing. This procedure resulted in

a cake which was dense and highly compressed in the center portion; it was

loose and crumbling in the thicker outer sections. It was evident that this

poor result was due to poor distribution of the material and inability of the

material to flow under pressure. Subsequent dry pressing was done by

inverting the funnel and forming punch, pouring the mix onto the surface of
the punch, covering with the die, moving the punch toward the die to immobi-

lize the mix, inverting and pressing. This procedure resulted in better

distribution of the mix and yielded cakes which were stronger and did not
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break up when the bomblets were removed from the die.

(U) In Tests 5 and 6 pressing was done in two stages. In the first stage

the mix was pressed at 5600 pounds load. The forming punch was then

removed from the funnel and approyirnately 2 ml of methyl alcohol was poured

over the cake surface in order to ,,often the pyrotechnic mix. The punch was

reinserted and pressed at 8900 pounds load. This wet pressing yielded a

more dense and stronger, cake. This procedure, however, only provides an

increase of approximately 65 in the density.

(U) In Tests 7 and 8 pressing was done dry, but a small amount of methyl

alcohol was dripped onto the surface of the cake, after removal from the die,

in order to bind the particles and strengthen the cake. This small amount of

alcohol (lid not seem to alter the burning characteristics of the bomblet.

This procedure was used in producing the 160 final bomb lets.

III. TESTS OF RZ BOMIILETS

(U) A total of 11 tests were made with the BZ loaded bomblets. The

rcsults of these tests appear in Tables 11I-11 and 111-19 of this report.

(U) Of the 11 tests, Lwo were duds because of failure of the tubular pyro-

fuse to ignite. Four bomblets flamed, and a low dissemination efficiency

resulted. The five units that functioned well showed a somewhat poorer dis-

semination efficiency than that obtained witn the CS-loaded bomblets. It is

apparent from these five tests that the particle size of the aerosol is more

variable than that obtained in the CS tests. On the basis of these few tests,

there also seems to be a correlation between low mass mean diameter (MMD)

and high dissemination efficiency.

(U) In attempts to reduce flaming of the devices, the size of the orifices

was changed in Tests 7 and 8. In Test 7, two sheet-copper orifices, 0. 120
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in. in diameter, were sealed over thy existing holes to reduce the vent area.

In Test 8, two additional holes, 0. 128 in., were drilled in the cover to

increase the vent area. In both tests, flaming occ.arred.

(U) In tests 9, 10, and 11, the quick match was replz.ced with metallic

pyrofuse. In Tests 9 and 11, the pyrofuse was in the form of a tube approxi-

mately 1/8 in. in diameter, the pyrofuse did not ignite, even though it was

severely distorted by the heat and the pressure from the primer in Test 11.

In Test 10, the pyrofuse was in the form of a braided wire. This unit fN'nc-

tioned properly and did not flame.

IV. LOADING OF 160 CS O3AIRLETS

(W) In loading of 160 bomblets the procedure described in Section II of this

appendix was followed. However, in order to facilitate the loading, a fixture

was used to hold the funnel and punch in an invrted position. This fixture

is shown in 1igures 111-1 and 111-2, togetler with somc of the loaded bornblets.

The bomblets were loaded with 33. 0 g of pyrotechnic mix, pressed dry at

8900 lb. load, sprayed with enough methyl alcohol to wet the surface, and

removed from the die. The quick ratch was then inserted into the formed

groove the cover put in place, and a small piece of masking tape was used

to seal the discharge ports. The boinblets were individually wrapped in

plastic bags and sealed in friction cap cans.

(U) In order to insure that these units would function, the 15th, 80th, and

110th bomblets loaded were tested for function only. These tests were per-

formed and proper ignition occurred. -All three nf the tests were successful.
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Figure TII-1. l'ixti rp' I-q('J f'I 1oldilig Ful0, Die, and 1nrmingr
1PUnrj in an Inverted IPosnn



I (INC LA SSI Fl FD

/ F-igure 111-2. Fixture Funnel, Die, and Forming Punch Assembled
/ and R{eady for Pr es ;ing
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